
Alp Natural Round Top 

Design: Simona Merchant-Dest 

Adapted from Feza Alp Exquisite for Feza Alp Natural 

 

Intro 

This modern, casual top is showcasing varying strands of yarns in Feza’s Alp Natural. 

The top is worked as a circle from neck down. Then underarm seams are sewn to form 

sleeves and body.  

 

Sizes 

S (M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL) 

 

Finished Size  

Chest circumference: 36 (40, 44, 48, 52, 56)” 

Length (from shoulder to lower edge): 18”. 

 

Yarn  

Feza Alp Natural, 3 (4, 4, 5, 5, 6) skeins, 231 yds ea.  40% cotton, 40% viscose, 10% 

silk, 10% linen. 

 

Needle 

Size 5 (5.0 mm): 24” circular. 

Size 8 (6.5 mm): 24” and 40” circular. Switch to larger needle when stitches feel 

crowded on smaller circular. 

Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain the correct gauge.  

 

Notions 

Removable stitch markers; tapestry needle; matching sewing thread or thin strand from 

the yarn. 

 

Gauge*13.5 sts and 20 rows = 4" (10 cm) in 4x 4¾” in Main Stitch pattern.  

 

*Note: This yarn is made up of strands of varying yarn weights. Depending on which 

yarn weight you work your gauge swatch in, your stitch gauge may range from 12 sts 



(heavier weight) to 15 sts (lighter weight) per 4”; the row gauge may range from 4½ - 

5” for the two 10—row repeats, depending on the strands used for the elongated 

stitches.  The gauge given is the average of these gauges and is not critical due to the 

loose fit of the garment.  Measurements are given “off the needles” and may vary with 

wear due to the wonderful drape of this yarn. 

 

Notes 

The top is worked in round as an oval; when finished it is then folded in half (along the 

green lines, figure 1) and underarm seams are sewn from the lower edge (point A) to 

underarm (point B) See figure 2, underarm seam is indicated by red line. 

 

Stitch Guide 

K2 tog:  knit 2 together 

YF:  bring working yarn forward between needles and then over right hand needle 

before knitting next stitch creating an extra stitch 

pm: place marker on needle 

m: marker 

sl m: slip marker 

Pf&b (purl front and back): Purl into front loop and purl into the back loop of the 

same stitch before removing from left hand needle. 1 stitch increased.  

Inc rnd: increase round 

 

2x2 RIB: (multiple of 4 sts) 

Rnd 1: (RS) *k2, p2; rep from * to end. Rep Row 1 for pattern. 

 

Main Stitch (any number of stitches) 

Rnd 1 and 2: Purl. 

Rnd 3 and 4: *K2 tog, yf; rep from * to end.  

Rnds 5-8: Purl. 

Rnds 9 – 10: Rep Rnds 3 and 4. 

Rep Rnds 1-10 for pattern.  

Due to the number of stitches added, see the stitch count between each marker 

indicated in blue at the end of each increase rnd if a spot check is desired. 

 



Top 

With smaller needle, cast on 120 (124, 128, 132, 136, 140) sts, join to work in round, 

taking care not to twist stitches. Pm for beg of round. For finishing, to mark 

shoulder points on fabric, place a removable marker on fabric edge 17 sts 

past markers 2 and 4 on first rnd. Work 6 rounds in 2x2 RIB.   

Switch to larger shortest needle.  

 

Yoke 

Work Rnds 1-5 of Main Stitch pattern.  

Next Rnd: *P26 (28, 30, 32, 34, 36) [back or front], pm for sleeve, p34, pm; rep from * 

to 1st marker. Slip markers as you work.   

 

Inc Rnd 1:  <Pf&b twice, *p1, Pf&b; rep from * to last 2 sts before next m, Pf&b twice , 

sl m, **p1, Pf&b; rep from ** to next m>.  Repeat from < to > once more – 184 (190, 

196, 202, 208, 214) sts.  Front or back (sections 1 & 3) = 41 (44, 47, 50, 53, 56) sts, 

Sleeves (sections 2 & 4) = 51. 

Work Rnds 8 – 10 of Main Stitch. Work rnds 1-6 in main stitch. 

 

Inc Rnd 2: <P1 (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), * Pf&b, p1; rep from * to next m, sl m, **Pf&b, p2; rep 

from ** to next m>. Repeat from < to > once more – 258 (268, 276, 286, 294, 304) 

sts. Front/Back = 61 (66, 70, 75, 79, 84) sts, Sleeves = 68. 

Work rounds 8-10 in pattern.  Work rnds 1-6 in main stitch. 

 

Inc Rnd 3: <P2 (3, 3, 3, 3, 1), Pf&b, *p3, Pf&b; rep from * to last 2 (2, 2, 3, 3, 2) sts 

before m, p2 (2, 2, 3, 3, 2), sl m,  p2 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), **p4 (3, 3, 3, 3, 3), Pf&b; rep 

from ** to last 6 (4, 4, 0, 0, 0) sts before next m, p6 (4, 4, 0, 0, 0)>.  Repeat from < to 

> once more  – 312 (332, 342, 356, 366, 380) sts. Front/Back = 76 (82, 87, 93, 98, 

105) sts.  Sleeves = 80 (84, 84, 85, 85, 85) 

Work rounds in 8-10 pattern.  Work rnds 1-6 in main stitch. 

 

Inc Rnd 4: <P3 (3, 3, 4, 4, 2), * Pf&b, p4; rep from * to last 3 (4, 4, 4, 4, 3) sts before 

m, Pf&b, p2 (3, 3, 3, 3, 2), sl m, p1 (3, 4, 5, 2, 2) ** Pf&b , p6 (6, 4, 4, 4, 4); rep from 

** to last (2 (4, 5, 5, 3, 3) sts before next m, Pf&b, p1 (3, 4, 4, 2, 2)>.  Repeat from < 

to > once more – 366 (388, 408, 424, 438, 456) sts. Front/Back = 91 (98, 104, 111, 

117, 126) sts. Sleeves = 92 (96, 100, 101, 102, 102) sts. 



Work rounds 8-10 in pattern. Work rounds 1-6 in pattern. 

    

Inc Rnd 5: <P5 (4, 3, 6, 4, 2), * Pf&b, p7 (7, 7, 6, 5, 5); rep from * to last 6 (6, 4, 7, 5, 

4) sts before m, Pf&b, p5 (5, 3, 6, 4, 3), sl m, p8 (7, 9, 8, 8, 6), ** Pf&b, p14 (15, 15, 

13, 11, 9); rep from ** to 9 (9, 11, 9, 10, 6) sts before next m, Pf&b, p8 (8, 10, 8, 9, 

5)>. Repeat from < to > once more – 400 (424, 446, 468, 492, 518) sts.  Front/Back = 

102 (110, 116, 126, 136, 147) sts.  Sleeves = 98 (102, 107, 108, 110, 112) sts. 

Work rounds 8-10 in pattern.   Work rounds 1-6 in pattern. 

 

Inc Rnd 6: <P5 (4, 6, 3, 4, 4), * Pf&b, p9 (9, 7, 6, 5, 5); rep from * to last 7 (6, 6, 4, 6, 

5) sts before m, Pf&b, p6 (5, 6, 3, 5, 4), sl m, p8 (8, 8, 9, 9, 8), ** Pf&b, p15 (16, 16, 

14, 12, 11); rep from ** to 10 (9, 9, 9, 10, 8) sts before next m, Pf&b, p9 (8, 8, 8, 9, 

7)>. Repeat from < to > once more – 432 (458, 486, 518, 552, 584) sts. Front/Back = 

112 (121, 130, 144, 158, 171) sts.  Sleeves = 104, (108, 115, 118, 121). 

Purl next 2 rnds.   

  

Piece measures approx. 13” from beg. 

Loosely bind all stis off purl wise. 

 

Finishing  

Fold piece in half at shoulder points, then pull front down, having the front piece exceed 

the back piece by approx. 2½” as shown in figure 2.  There will be an upward flair to 

the shoulder edges not shown in figure 2 due to the ease created by the sleeve 

increases.  Place removable marker at the point of sleeve seams (A in Figure 2) at 

approx. 13 (13½, 14, 14½, 15, 15½)" from shoulder fold. Place another removable marker 

at the underarm (B in Figure 2) measured at 8 (8½, 9, 9½, 10, 10½)" from the point of 

shoulder fold at the chest width of 18 (20¼, 22, 24, 26, 28¼)". With yarn threaded on a 

tapestry needle, beginning at point A, using back stitch, sew the sleeve seam (depicted 

by red line in Figure 2) to point B. Weave in all loose ends.  

 

Techniques 

Backstitch 

Attach seaming thread at outer edge of side seam and Insert threaded needle through 

both layers of fabric 2 sts from edge. Count back one row and insert the needle under 



and up again two rows forward. Continue this circular motion-ahead two rows from 

where the working yarn emerged from the previous row, and then back one row. 

 

 

 

         

 

 

  

Finishing 1 

 


